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Smarter Clinical Checklists: How to Minimize Checklist
Fatigue and Maximize Clinician Performance
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idespread use of clinical checklists is relatively
new to health care. Anesthesiology has borrowed
lessons from aviation safety since the late 1970s,
but checklists only reached a tipping point after the World
Health Organization (WHO) Surgical Safety Checklist was
introduced in 2008.1,2 Suddenly, checklists are appearing
everywhere from routine (normal) patient handoffs to critical (non-normal) events during an anesthetic.3–9 There are a
variety of types of checklists, and they serve multiple functions, from team member activation to shared situational
awareness to procedural compliance, but most serve as
cognitive aids to ensure that providers do not forget crucial steps during either routine, mundane tasks or dynamic,
emergent events.10,11 Having proven wildly successful in
certain situations, checklists are now being inserted into
various points in the clinical process without appreciating
them all in combination.12,13
A single anesthetic could soon require a dozen checklists:
one for setting up the operating room (OR) and a second
for complex infusions, 3 for the WHO Checklist, another for
a central line insertion, more for handoffs to and from the
intensive care unit or during a lunch break, another for an
intraoperative emergency, and so on. Providers may soon
be swimming in a sea of checklists without a coherent way
of navigating them all. The primary purpose of checklists is
to avoid unintentional harm by accounting for mental fallibility. Checklists in their current incarnation, however, have
the potential to consume too many mental resources, which
undermines compliance and effectiveness.
There are a number of potential strategies to mitigate
the impending problem of too many checklists, including
(1) reduce their number, (2) design them more carefully, or
(3) make health care culture more accepting of them. The
simplest solution to a mountain of checklists is to use fewer
of them in a more targeted manner. While appealing on its
face, this remedy would likely overlook a number of opportunities to improve patient care. Experts from Degani14 to
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Tufte15 to Gawande11 have produced considerable literature
regarding choosing the correct type of list and optimizing
the visual layout. However, even thoughtfully designed
lists will ultimately succumb to provider fatigue if too many
are implemented unsystematically.
The cultural hurdles to implement checklists in health
care have been previously described.11,16,17 In the move
toward “high reliability” status, providers will likely have to
accept a flatter hierarchy and some reduction in autonomy.18
Even accepting a cognitive aid like a checklist requires a
certain amount of humility in a profession known for independence and authority. Today, flight school starts with
checklists emphasizing standardization and safety; medical school, in contrast, starts with a white coat ceremony.19,20
Not all barriers to improved safety, however, are inevitable
cultural concessions. There are important structural differences between aviation and medicine. Airplanes are interchangeable mechanical systems with largely predictable
failure modes that do not arrive unexpectedly in the emergency department. Malfunctioning planes are grounded,
and flights can be canceled while patients by definition are
all experiencing some sort of “mechanical failure” during a
medical encounter.
In addition, there are deliberate trade-offs made by any
profession seeking to improve safety. Chemical engineering and road safety, for example, have yet to achieve the
safety records of aviation or nuclear power not because of
lack of tools or competence but rather because of conscious
compromises to maintain certain performance goals.21 The
safest roads would only allow professional drivers, but as a
society we accept the risks of road travel in the name of productivity and personal freedom. The complexity of health
care will always require a level of efficiency and adaptability at odds with standardization and predictability, so a
health care solution for checklists will likely look different
from aviation.
Ultimately, the continued success of checklists in health
care requires solving an interaction design problem. Today
a series of laminated cards may be sufficient, but these
simple analog checklists will not scale effectively going forward. Checklists need to be seamless, to minimize inconvenience and ensure compliance, yet stimulating enough to
not become mindless and lose meaning. They must be at
once innocuous and thought provoking, which means that
they cannot live passively on an inanimate list. Checklists
should be short, relevant, and effortless. They should augment providers rather than oppose them. Instead, providers forget to do them, skip certain elements, or hunt for a
companion to run the list, so they end up requiring more
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mental expenditure than necessary. Checklists need to be
smarter so that providers do not have to work so hard to
realize their benefits.
The goal of “smart checklists” is not to threaten provider autonomy but to mentally offload the many repetitive tasks in health care that must be completed in a largely
predictable sequence.22,23 The human mind is well suited
for creative thinking during unpredictable circumstances
with imperfect information; it is not so well suited for
memorization or repetitive tasks while subject to fatigue or
distraction.24,25 Details will be forgotten occasionally, and
the system needs to be able to accommodate these oversights. If bad things are going to happen to patients, they
ought to be due to external factors, “bad weather,” rather
than provider omissions. By freeing up mental bandwidth,
smart checklists would allow providers to focus more on
the complex decision making they spend so many years
training to refine.
Attempts have been made to mechanize checklists, but
much like computerized physician order entry, a simple,
direct translation of tasks from analog to digital often
entails an increase in reliability and safety at the expense
of decreased efficiency and user satisfaction.26–28 Checklists
need to present the right list at the right time with the right
content without providers having to search for and filter
information themselves. To be used more efficiently, checklists need to adapt to contextual information. Contextual
elements may include (1) progress in the case, (2) what tasks
have already been completed, (3) what equipment is available, (4) provider location in the OR, (5) proximity of other
providers, (6) status of the patient, and (7) age of information. Many of the necessary technological components exist
to make checklists more context aware; the challenge is putting them together in a cohesive system.
For checklists to gain acceptance, it is just as important to
consider what they do not display as what they do. If checklists routinely present irrelevant or not applicable information, users become accustomed to deviating from the
norm, and the whole process becomes delegitimized.29 The
central line insertion checklist developed at Johns Hopkins
has been successful, in part, because it is very specific to
a single procedure so that each element is consistently relevant.30 The WHO Surgical Safety Checklist, in contrast, is
much more broadly used, for all surgeries, but inevitably
many elements are not applicable to any given procedure.
If checklists were smarter and customizable on the fly, then
they could all be more specific, timely, and relevant. For
example, if the machine check has already been performed,
then the anesthesia workstation should communicate with
the OR setup checklist and eliminate that step from the list.
When a provider and a patient arrive in the recovery room,
the handover checklist should automatically become available and only list items relevant to that case. If a patient
monitor detects a physiologic disturbance indicative of
a critical event, then the appropriate cognitive aid should
appear to guide clinicians.
There are groups already laying the foundation for this
transition to smarter checklists, and challenges have been
identified. In 1996, Boeing implemented their first electronic checklist system in the 777, designed primarily to
avoid user-related errors when using paper checklists, such
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as choosing the wrong list or skipping items.31,32 The semiautomated machine check is a staple of modern anesthesia
workstations; however, these automated systems are not
comprehensive and are often not completed, and providers’
ability to detect faults remains in question.33 More recent
systems are beginning to respond to external factors. At the
University of Washington, the Smart Anesthesia Messenger
system reminds users to administer prophylactic antibiotics
only when induction is complete and antibiotic administration has not been documented.34 Fitzgerald et al.35 created
a trauma decision support system that guides providers
through different resuscitation algorithms depending on
the state of the patient. However, algorithms that interpret
and filter information to offset mental workload inevitably
entail a level of automation that is not without pitfalls. A
report released by the Federal Aviation Administration in
2013 regarding Flight Path Management Systems found that
automation may lead to degradation of pilot knowledge
and skills, and the complexity and interdependence of such
systems have created a new set of problems that can lead to
errors.36 Understanding the state of the automated system,
communicating effectively, and knowing when to intervene
are critical for success. This is why commercial airlines still
have human pilots.
When the Institute of Medicine declares that 98,000 people die every year as a result of preventable medical errors,
the majority of these errors occurs during normal, routine
care.37,38 A solution that helps to more skillfully integrate a
large number of normal checklists into daily practice will
help to prevent the more mundane, but arguably inexcusable, clinical errors. Non-normal or emergency checklists,
however, face an additional set of challenges, given the
dynamic, time-pressured nature of critical incidents.39
Creating a better way to interface with non-normal checklists during an emergency is more difficult but equally
important, and the same issues of accessing the right information at the right time apply. Conceivably, a solution that
addresses the added challenges of non-normal checklists
would work for normal ones as well. In fact, once checklists
become smart, adaptable, and accessible enough, the division between normal and non-normal may become less relevant. The current distinction between the 2 may, in part, be
an artifact of inanimate lists with crude interfaces. The more
similar and familiar the 2 systems, the more likely users will
use checklists effectively during an emergency.
Aviation has been using checklists since the 1930s, and
the field is still improving how to interact with them, so
additional time and research will be needed to skillfully
adapt checklists to health care.40,41 The current trajectory
of adding more and more checklists using existing design
principles is not sustainable, but a number of problems will
have to be solved before making checklists more interactive
and context aware.
First, the various devices and software systems in the OR
must communicate with one another. Efforts are under way
to improve interoperability, but gains have been modest to
date.42 All devices in the OR ought to come equipped with a
USB port, wireless capabilities, and/or a common language
for communicating their current state. The benefits of true
2-way communication, which is routine among consumer
electronics, would extend beyond checklists. Anesthesia
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information management systems could potentially control all aspects of an anesthetic in a single interface, moving toward the dream of an integrated “anesthesia cockpit,”
rather than simply documenting what has already happened. Additional sensors for personnel (e.g., wireless identification badges) and analog devices (e.g., radiofrequency
identification–equipped laryngoscopes) would help to identify their locations and current states. Short of an industrywide communication consensus, at the very least a checklist
system ought to integrate with the anesthesia information
management system, which already gathers data about
vitals, medications, the ventilator, and progress of the case.
Second, a hardware system to seamlessly interact with
smart checklists needs to be defined. The world of wearable
computing is evolving quickly with heads-up displays, like
Google Glass, and the burgeoning field of “smart watches”
increasing information accessibility. Natural language interfaces, like Google Inc.’s Google Now and Apple Inc.’s Siri,
are becoming increasingly sophisticated. In the near future,
people will speak to wrist-worn devices that know their
location, schedule, and personal preferences. The ability to
access checklists effortlessly and interact with them in the
most frictionless way possible is critical for their flexibility,
scalability, and long-term appeal.
Finally, the most important aspect of smart checklists is to
develop the algorithms that synthesize incoming data and
decide when to present what information. Sophisticated
Bayesian models will be required to provide the “brains”
behind smart checklists. This will be the richest avenue of
future research to determine the benefits and failure modes
of software systems filtering checklists in real time.
While there are still a number of unanswered questions,
the goal is clear: checklists need to adapt to their changing environment to achieve greater efficiency and user
acceptance. Initially, they must be relevant to time, place,
and circumstances. Eventually, they could even adapt to
individual users or combinations of users over time. Then
checklists can achieve their true potential of consistently
enhancing individual performance rather than simply preventing infrequent errors. Checklists must become intelligent, adaptable companions rather than clumsy roadblocks
to address the looming problem of checklist overload and
maximize their clinical potential. E
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